Oncologic risks of autologous fat grafting to the breast.
As the frequency of fat grafting to the breast has increased, some investigators have raised the possibility that this procedure may potentially increase the risks associated with breast cancer. Their concerns included not only interference with cancer detection, but also promotion of tumor formation or recurrence mediated by mechanisms such as aromatase expression, angiogenesis, and tumor stromal cells. However, published clinical studies describing outcomes of fat grafting to the breast in more than 2000 patients have not reported any increase in new or recurrent cancers. The reason for this apparent disconnect may lie in the small sample sizes and relatively short follow-up, but it may also reside in the considerable gap between laboratory studies or theoretical considerations suggesting potential risks and the actual clinical practice. This review discusses potential risks of current and novel approaches to autologous fat grafting to the breast within the context of both the underlying science and clinical practice.